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Many hearing aids introduce compressive gain to accommodate the reduced dynamic range that

often accompanies hearing loss. However, natural sounds produce complicated temporal dynamics

in hearing aid compression, as gain is driven by whichever source dominates at a given moment.

Moreover, independent compression at the two ears can introduce fluctuations in interaural level

differences (ILDs) important for spatial perception. While independent compression can interfere

with spatial perception of sound, it does not always interfere with localization accuracy or speech

identification. Here, normal-hearing listeners reported a target message played simultaneously with

two spatially separated masker messages. We measured the amount of spatial separation required

between the target and maskers for subjects to perform at threshold in this task. Fast, syllabic com-

pression that was independent at the two ears increased the required spatial separation, but linking

the compressors to provide identical gain to both ears (preserving ILDs) restored much of the

deficit caused by fast, independent compression. Effects were less clear for slower compression.

Percent-correct performance was lower with independent compression, but only for small

spatial separations. These results may help explain differences in previous reports of the effect of

compression on spatial perception of sound. VC 2013 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4794386]

PACS number(s): 43.66.Ts, 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Dc [MAS] Pages: 2329–2339

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic range compression is routinely used in hearing

aids to address the limited dynamic range available to

hearing-impaired listeners (Moore, 2007). Such compression

generally improves audibility and speech intelligibility

(Moore, 1996; Jenstad et al., 1999). However, when applied

independently to both ears, dynamic range compression can

alter interaural level differences (ILDs), which provide im-

portant information about acoustic source location (Byrne

and Noble, 1998). It is not clear, however, how such altera-

tions in ILDs influence spatial auditory perception.

Compression has little effect on the ability of either normal-

hearing or hearing-impaired listeners to accurately localize

sounds presented in isolation (Keidser et al., 2006; Musa-

Shufani and Walger, 2006). Yet compression can degrade

the ability to discriminate small differences in ILD (Musa-

Shufani and Walger, 2006), and can affect normal-hearing

listeners’ perception of other spatial attributes, such as

source diffuseness and perceived movement (Wiggins and

Seeber, 2011, 2012). Recent work suggests that independent

compression impairs the ability to use spatial cues to selec-

tively attend to a target talker in the presence of other, simul-

taneous talkers (Kalluri and Edwards, 2007). Motivated by

this finding, the current study sets out to further explore

whether independent compression interferes with the ability

to attend to target speech based on its location in the pres-

ence of competing speech even though it may not adversely

affect other aspects of spatial perception. Such a finding can

help to resolve the apparent inconsistencies in previous

reports of effects, or lack thereof, of compression on differ-

ent aspects of spatial hearing.

While intuitively sound localization is related to the

ability to attend to sounds based on their location, accurate

localization is neither necessary nor sufficient for predict-

ing the importance of spatial cues in understanding a signal

in a mixture of sounds (Noble et al., 1997; Gallun et al.,
2008; Schwartz et al., 2012). How dynamic range compres-

sion affects this ability cannot be easily predicted by how it

affects localization. Furthermore, many previous studies

examining the effect of compression on localization used

isolated stimuli. In this case, the stimulus onset is unaf-

fected by compression for some time (depending on the

compression time constants), and the “clean” spatial cues at

onset may support accurate localization. The compressed

ILDs during the ongoing portion of an isolated stimulus

also follow a predictable pattern that listeners may be

able to learn how to localize (e.g., Bauer, 1966; Shinn-

Cunningham et al., 1998). Such factors may help explain

why some previous reports find little or no effect of

dynamic range compression on localization accuracy for

sources in isolation (Keidser et al., 2006; Musa-Shufani

and Walger, 2006).
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Spatial acoustic cues such as ILD can be particularly

helpful in allowing listeners to attend to and understand a

desired sound source when multiple competing sources are

present (e.g., Shinn-Cunningham, 2005, 2008; Shinn-

Cunningham and Best, 2008). The term “spatial selective au-

ditory attention” refers to cases in which listeners specifically

use spatial cues to focus on a desired sound source and medi-

ate competition from distracting sources from other locations

(e.g., Ruggles and Shinn-Cunningham, 2011). Spatial separa-

tion between competing sound streams can also make it easier

to understand a desired sound source by changing the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) of the signals reaching the ears due to

acoustic head shadow (Zurek, 1993); however, such

“energetic” factors are often modest compared to effects on

spatial selective attention (e.g., Kidd et al., 2005b).

In order to predict how dynamic range compression

influences spatial selective auditory attention, it is important

to consider the ways in which it alters binaural cues. In gen-

eral this will depend both on stimulus factors and on com-

pression parameters. A simple dynamic range compression

scheme applies linear gain for low-level sounds, and pro-

vides progressively less amplification of sounds whose level

exceeds a set threshold. Overall, compression that operates

independently at the two ears will tend to reduce ILDs,

applying a greater gain at the ear receiving the less intense

signal. Since many natural stimuli, including speech, fluctu-

ate in level, compression that is applied independently at the

two ears will also introduce fluctuations to the ILD of an iso-

lated sound source even if it is stationary in space. The

resulting ILD fluctuations are likely to increase source image

diffuseness and to cause listeners to perceive moving and

split images, even if the source produced constant spatial

cues prior to compression (Wiggins and Seeber, 2011,

2012). When multiple sound sources are present in an acous-

tic scene, the ILD of a target sound source can be altered due

to the compressors’ response to an unrelated source. In this

case, even a target with zero ILD prior to compression can

contain fluctuating ILDs; moreover, the ILD fluctuations can

occur unpredictably in time and in unpredictable directions.

Thus the problems reported by Wiggins and Seeber may be

exacerbated in situations where multiple, dynamic stimuli

are present, such as speech mixtures.

Dynamic range compression in hearing aids is typically

set to operate on timescales anywhere from a few millisec-

onds to several seconds. If compression is fast (less than

10 ms) then only stimuli that are more or less simultaneous

will affect each other’s ILDs. Moderate compression speeds

on the order of tens of microseconds could increase interac-

tions between sources because the difference in gain applied

to the left and right ears due to a preceding stimulus can

affect a target stimulus’ ILD, particularly at its onset. If com-

pression is very slow (seconds or more), however, then the

response of the compressors will be roughly constant for any

given source configuration, resulting in stable spatial cues.

Given these observations, we hypothesized that bilater-

ally independent dynamic range compression operating on

fast-to-moderate timescales would increase the minimum az-

imuthal separation between competing speech sources

required for listeners to effectively attend to a target source.

More specifically, when two stimuli are sufficiently close in

location, so that ILD fluctuations cause the ILD distributions

associated with the two stimuli to overlap, the ability to

direct spatial selective auditory attention should suffer and

performance should decrease. If, however, the sound sources

are sufficiently separated in azimuth such that ILD fluctua-

tions do not cause any such overlap, then compression may

not have any effect on spatial selective auditory attention

(i.e., the compression-altered ILDs still identify the sources

uniquely, with or without these fluctuations). In normal-

hearing listeners, the benefit of spatial separation on spatial

selective auditory attention increases with azimuthal separa-

tion up to about 30�, where it reaches a maximum (Marrone

et al., 2008a). Therefore, as the spatial separation of sources

increases beyond 30�, we might expect to see decreasing

effects of compression.

To test whether compression influences spatial selective

auditory attention, we estimated “spatial thresholds,” defined

as the amount of spatial separation required to achieve a

threshold level of performance in a selective attention task,

for normal-hearing subjects. Target and maskers were com-

prised of digits spoken by the same talker. Because of this

design, cues such as pitch and semantic context could not be

used to focus selective attention, making spatial cues critical

for performing the task. We simulated various spatial config-

urations using head-related transfer functions (HRTFs), pre-

serving realistic spatial cues, including interaural time

differences in the resulting stimuli. We compared spatial

threshold estimates when amplification was linear (uncom-

pressed), compressive and independent at the two ears, and

compressive but linked at the two ears (i.e., left and right

ears get an identical gain at each time instant in each fre-

quency channel). The overall stimulus level was set to be

similar across conditions. As discussed above, the time con-

stants used by the compressors will influence the compres-

sors’ effect on ILDs in the mixture; therefore, Experiment 1

measured spatial thresholds for different combinations of

attack and release time constants. Because reverberant

energy tends to reduce ILD cues (Shinn-Cunningham et al.,
2005), room acoustics are likely to interact with effects of

compression on spatial selective auditory attention.

Therefore, in Experiment 2, we measured spatial thresholds

for different levels of reverberant energy.

II. METHODS

A. Stimuli

All source stimuli were digits (0 to 9) recorded in our

laboratory by a male talker in a sound-isolated booth with

perforated metal walls, ceiling, and door, and a carpeted

floor. The digits were recorded individually, so there was no

co-articulation, with a sample rate of 16 kHz. Ten instances

of each digit were recorded; when selecting any digit, one of

these ten was selected at random.

For each trial, three sequences of four digits were cre-

ated: one target sequence and two masker sequences. The

digits for each sequence were selected at random with the

restriction that no digit was presented at the same temporal

position in any of the three sequences (for example, if the
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first digit of the target was 1, then neither of the maskers

could also have first digits of 1). We randomly staggered the

onsets of each of the digits in the target and two masker

sequences. Specifically, for each temporal position (1 to 4)

in the sequences, one of the digits from the three sequences

was selected randomly to start first; one of the remaining

two digits was randomly selected to start 150 ms after the

onset of the first digit, and the final remaining digit started

300 ms after the first digit. As a result of this temporal ran-

domization, the digits within each sequence were not iso-

chronous; the inter-digit interval between two digits in each

sequence could be between 300 and 900 ms.

The choice of randomly staggering the onsets of target

and maskers was motivated by two ideas. First, synchrony of

competing sounds reduces the benefit of spatial separation of

the sounds (Best et al., 2011); therefore, staggering the onsets

was likely to maximize effects in cases where spatial cues

were useful. Second, in natural settings, listeners typically

hear a target amidst maskers whose amplitude fluctuations are

independent of those in the target, and this independence

affects the way in which the maskers will alter that target’s

ILD. As noted below, we tested performance when maskers

were placed symmetrically on either side of a central target. If

both maskers were played synchronously without staggering

their onsets, the overall levels at the ears would be unnaturally

similar at all moments. This in turn could lead us to underesti-

mate any effects of independent compression on the influence

of spatial cues on performance.

B. Spatialization

Because the target and maskers were selected from the

same recordings all using the same talker, the target could

not be distinguished from the maskers using voice or pitch

cues; only spatial cues enabled the listener to select the tar-

get stream from the ongoing source mixture. The target

sequence was always simulated from straight ahead of the

listener, digits from one masker sequence were simulated

from locations left of the midline, and digits from the other

masker sequence were simulated from locations right of the

midline. To help listeners focus attention on the correct

sequence, 1 s before the start of the sequences listeners were

cued by a presentation of the target sequence’s first digit

played in isolation, simulated from straight ahead. In other

words, each trial consisted of a cue digit presented from

straight ahead, followed by a 1-s pause, followed by a pre-

sentation of three nearly simultaneous streams (left masker,

center target, and right masker). Because the first target digit

(after the 1-s gap) was the same as the cue digit, responses to

the first digit were not included in analyses of performance

(post hoc analysis confirmed that subjects were at ceiling in

reporting the first, cued target digit).

To simulate realistic spatial positions with normally

occurring spatial cues, sources were convolved with spatial

filters. Experiment 1 used head-related impulse responses

that were recorded in an anechoic chamber, sampling every

5� on the azimuthal plane (Gardner and Martin, 1994).

Experiment 2 used binaural room-impulse responses

(BRIRs) recorded in our laboratory from the ears of the first

author, following the procedures described in Shinn-

Cunningham et al. (2005). These recordings were made in a

9� 5� 3.5 m room with a carpeted floor and acoustic tile

ceiling; the room had a reverberation time of T60¼ 650 ms.

We recorded BRIRs every 5� from �30� to þ30�, as well as

at 640�, 50�, 60�, 70�, and 90�. Three different levels

of reverberant energy were tested in Experiment 2. The

“Reverberant” condition used the measured BRIRs. These

BRIRs were modified to create “Intermediate” and

“Anechoic” conditions by locating the first reflection of each

recorded impulse response manually (separately for left and

right recordings). The BRIR was then temporally windowed

to isolate the direct sound impulse response (up to the onset

of the first reflection) and reverberant energy (from the first

reflection onwards). For the Intermediate condition, the

reverberant component of each BRIR was attenuated by

6 dB, and then added back to the direct sound. For the

Anechoic condition, only the direct sound portion of the

BRIR was used. Subjective listening confirmed that these in-

termediate and pseudo-anechoic BRIRs produced spatialized

sources without noticeable artifacts. As noted above, the tar-

get sequence was always simulated from 0� azimuth. The

masker positions varied as described in the adaptive proce-

dure below; however, the two masker digits presented at a

given time were symmetrically positioned around midline

(e.g., if one masker was at þ30�, the other masker was at

�30�). This symmetric masking setup was adopted to limit

the influence of differences in the long-term SNR between

the mixtures reaching the two ears due to head shadow

(Marrone et al., 2008a). Nonetheless, short-term SNR will

still fluctuate at the two ears even when maskers are symmet-

rically placed (especially due to the onset staggering we

employed); this in turn can affect the ability to hear the tar-

get. Moreover, as discussed above, these fluctuations likely

interact with the dynamic amplification used in a given con-

dition and thereby may affect how spatial separation influen-

ces performance.

C. Compression

After the binaural speech mixtures were generated, they

were put through a simulation of hearing-aid compression.

Compression operated independently on 16 frequency bands,

equally spaced on the ERB scale from 100 Hz to 8 kHz

(Glasberg and Moore, 1990). The compression threshold

within each band was set to the level received in that band

from speech that was presented at an overall level of 50 dB

sound pressure level (SPL) (estimated using a 5-s token of

speech-shaped noise). Linear gain was applied below this

threshold. For all conditions employing non-linear compres-

sion, a compression ratio of 3:1 was always used above this

threshold. This compression ratio is a relatively extreme

value compared to typical hearing-aid fittings, and represents

a “worst-case” scenario in order to reveal any potential

effects of compression. The linear gain below the compres-

sion threshold was set so that the 0 dB point (i.e., the level

within a band at which 0 gain was applied) was the in-band

level of 70 dB SPL speech. The level of each individual digit

was set to 70 dB SPL before filtering and compression;
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therefore, the overall stimulus level was roughly equivalent

regardless of the compression condition.

In both Experiments 1 and 2, we used three compression

conditions: linear processing, independent compression, and

linked compression. For linear processing, the same multi-

band compressor algorithm was used as in the other condi-

tions, but with the compression ratio set to 1:1 (ensuring that

any effects we observed were not due to the multiband analy-

sis/resynthesis, but due to the compression). For linked com-

pression, in any given 8-ms time window, the gain applied to

both the left and right ear signals in a particular frequency

band equaled the minimum of the gains that would have been

applied to the two signals when the compression was inde-

pendent. The linked compression condition therefore had a

slightly lower binaural level than the independent compres-

sion condition; whenever a non-zero ILD was present in a

compression band, the ear with the less intense signal received

less gain in the linked compression condition compared to in

the independent compression condition. In Experiment 1, the

“Fast” condition used attack and release times of 11 and

82 ms, respectively (ANSI, 2003), and the “Slow” condition

used attack and release times of 48 and 730 ms, respectively.

Experiment 2 used only the fast attack and release times. In

all cases, the compression scheme estimated power within

each band using 8-ms time windows, then smoothed this

power estimate to produce the appropriate attack and release

time constants before determining the amount of gain to

apply.

D. Adaptive procedure

We designed an adaptive procedure to estimate subjects’

spatial threshold, defined as the separation needed between

target and maskers to obtain threshold-level performance.

Specifically, the lateral position of the symmetrically placed

maskers was adaptively varied until the percentage of target

digits correctly reported reached threshold. In Experiment 1,

the adaptive procedure tracked 67% correct using a weighted

up-down procedure (Kaernbach, 1991): the masker position

was decreased by 5� after each correct response and increased

by 10� after each incorrect response. In Experiment 2, the

50%-correct threshold was found using a 1-up 1-down proce-

dure (Levitt, 1971). Note that in Experiment 2, the BRIRs

were not spaced evenly throughout the azimuthal plane.

Therefore, the adaptive track increased or decreased the lat-

eral positions of the maskers by one azimuthal sample (5� for

sources near midline; 10� for more lateral locations). In both

experiments, an adaptive run continued until 12 reversals

were recorded; spatial threshold for that run was then esti-

mated as the median of the last 8 reversals.

One concern with this adaptive procedure is that the dis-

tribution of source positions being heard can alter spatial

sensitivity over relatively short time periods of time, essen-

tially optimizing spatial resolution over the expected stimu-

lus range (Shinn-Cunningham et al., 1998; Dahmen et al.,
2010). As an adaptive run converges on some nominal value

of a spatial threshold, the range of presented spatial locations

narrows to a limited range around the adaptive threshold.

This may allow the listener to achieve better spatial

resolution than what we might expect in a typical crowded

environment, where sounds come from unpredictable direc-

tions (precluding the kind of short-term adaptation that

would yield better resolution). We therefore interspersed

“probe” presentations (those in which the locations of the

maskers were varied to adapt to threshold, as described

above) with “fixed” presentations within each trial.

Specifically, as described above, each trial consisted of a

sequence of four target digits presented with symmetric

maskers. For one of these four digits, each pair of symmetric

masker digits came from one of three fixed spatial separa-

tions: 615�, 630�, and 690�. The remaining digit was the

probe digit, whose masker spatial angle was determined by

the adaptive procedure. Only the response to the probe digit

determined whether to increment or decrement the symmet-

ric masker azimuths of the probe digit in the next trial. The

order of the fixed and probe digits were randomized on each

trial as follows: (1) One of the two middle digits was ran-

domly designated as the probe digit (reducing the effect of

recency and primacy on the subject’s probability of obtain-

ing a correct response to the probe digit; e.g., Jahnke, 1965;

Ruggles and Shinn-Cunningham, 2011); (2) the first pair of

masker digits were always given azimuths of 630�; and (3)

the remaining two pairs of masker digits were randomly

assigned fixed azimuths so that one pair was at 615� and the

other at 690�. Recall that the first target digit is used to cue

the subject to the target’s location; therefore, listeners were

expected to be near perfect at identifying the first target digit.

This procedure produced useful observations for maskers at

the fixed azimuths of 615� and 690� at the cost of having

no useful observations at the 630� separation used for the

first pair of masker digits. This procedure therefore not only

estimates spatial threshold from the probe digits, but also

yields fixed-increment estimates of performance for spatial

separations of 15� and 90�.
Subjects first ran at least four adaptive runs as training.

This training was conducted in two experimental blocks,

each comprised of one adaptive track using linear processing

and one adaptive track using independent compression, or-

dered randomly. Subjects were allowed to perform addi-

tional training blocks until they were comfortable with the

task. Subjects then ran a block of 12 adaptive runs (four for

each compression condition). To reduce any effects of learn-

ing over the course of the experiment as a confound in our

analysis, compression conditions (independent, linear, and

linked) in these 12 runs were randomly ordered subject to

the following conditions: (1) runs were always paired so that

subjects completed two runs of the same kind in a row, and

(2) subjects completed one pair of each of the three compres-

sion conditions before encountering a second pair of any

condition. Spatial threshold was averaged over the four runs

of any given compression condition.

Performance for 15� and 90� maskers was computed

from the percent-correct responses to fixed-azimuth digits

that were in the middle of the sequence and transformed into

rationalized arcsine units (RAU; Sherbecoe and Studebaker,

2004). RAU scores are similar to percent correct scores for

values in the range of 20% to 80%. For more extreme values,

RAU values have a greater range than the corresponding
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percent-correct scores, but have more uniform variance than

percent-correct scores.

E. Task

Subjects were instructed to type in the four digits spoken

by the target talker coming from center, using the midline cue

digit (which was identical to the first target digit) to help them

focus attention on the target. Subjects were told to guess when

they were unsure of any given target digit in a 4-digit sequence

so that each other response digit was in the correct position in

the sequence. Feedback was provided for every trial; once a

listener pressed enter, the correct digits turned green and the

incorrect digits were replaced by a display of the correct digits

in red. This display would hold for 1.5 s, then the digits would

clear and the next trial would start. Subjects were not informed

that any aspect of the stimulus was being controlled adap-

tively, based on performance; similarly, there was no indica-

tion of which digits were from the fixed angular separations

and which were part of the embedded adaptive run.

F. Subjects

In total, 39 subjects participated in the experiments

described. All subjects, ranging in age from 18 to 22, had

clinically normal hearing (15 dB hearing level or better) as

verified by pure-tone audiometry for frequencies between

250 Hz and 8 kHz. Subjects gave written consent (overseen

by the Boston University Charles River Campus IRB), and

were paid an hourly wage in compensation for their efforts.

Subjects were permitted to participate in more than one

group, but many subjects were not able to commit to more

than a few experiment sessions. We therefore analyze each

group separately, making only limited inferences across

groups. Subjects were excluded from a particular group analy-

sis if they failed to achieve sufficiently high performance

when target and maskers were separated by 90�. Specifically,

we computed the percentage of correctly identified target dig-

its when the maskers were fixed at 690�, averaged across all

compression conditions. In most conditions, only those sub-

jects who achieved above 70% correct on these 690� trials

were included; the only exception was the Reverberant group

in Experiment 2 (as described below). In all groups except the

Reverberant group, recruitment continued until at least ten

subjects met the inclusion criterion. In Experiment 1, one sub-

ject was excluded from each of the Fast and Slow subject

groups. In Experiment 2, four subjects were excluded from

the Anechoic group, and no subjects were excluded from the

Intermediate group. Seventeen subjects performed the task in

the Reverberant group; of these 17, only 7 met the 70%

criterion. Therefore, for this group we relaxed our criterion to

include subjects who scored at least 60% correct on the aver-

age of the fixed 690� trials (13 subjects). Table I summarizes

how many subjects performed each condition.

III. RESULTS

A. Spatial thresholds

In all groups, spatial thresholds were typically below 30�,
consistent with previous reports using a similar symmetrical

masking paradigm (Marrone et al., 2008a). In Experiment 1

(Fig. 1, top), in which the threshold for 67% correct perform-

ance was estimated, thresholds were typically between 10� and

30�. Note that the linear processing condition was identical for

both Fast and Slow groups, as no dynamic range compression

was applied. Consistent with this, these groups showed similar

spatial thresholds for this condition, suggesting that this metric

was similar across the two different subject groups tested. In

Experiment 2 (Fig. 1, bottom), the 50% correct performance

level was estimated. In the Reverberant group, the 50% thresh-

olds were largest (around 20�), consistent with the idea that

utility of spatial cues is reduced in reverberant environments

(Nabelek and Pickett, 1974; Marrone et al., 2008b; Ruggles

and Shinn-Cunningham, 2011), although we also had to relax

our inclusion criterion to 60% correct for this group, which

makes it especially difficult to directly compare groups.

Spatial thresholds for the Intermediate and Anechoic groups

tended to fall between 10� and 20�, with no subjects having

TABLE I. Summary of the groups tested.

Spatial filters Condition Attack / release time constant Subjects tested Subjects included

Exp. 1 Gardner and Martin, 1994 Fast 11/82 ms 11 10

Slow 48/730 ms 11 10

Exp. 2 Recorded in classroom Reverberant 11/82 ms 17 13

Intermediate (reverb -6 dB) 11/82 ms 10 10

Anechoic (direct sound) 11/82 ms 14 10

FIG. 1. Spatial thresholds in Experiment 1 (top) and Experiment 2 (bottom),

for independent (open circles), linear (plusses), and linked (filled circles)

compression. Symbols mark the medians of each data set, boxes indicate the

inter-quartile range, and whiskers indicate the full range of results. N¼ 10

for each condition except Reverberant, in which N¼ 13.
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spatial thresholds greater than 25�. These values suggest that

ceiling effects may limit the observable differences in spatial

thresholds across compression conditions in Experiment 2.

Figure 2 plots within-subject differences in spatial

thresholds relative to the spatial threshold in the independent

condition (which we hypothesized would be largest, due to

ILD fluctuations and image diffuseness). For all groups

using fast compression (Fast condition in Experiment 1 and

all three conditions in Experiment 2), subjects tended to per-

form worse with independent compression than for either

linear processing or linked compression. This produced neg-

ative spatial threshold differences in Fig. 2, consistent with

our hypothesis. These differences were small, generally

under 10�. Because little is known about the distribution of

spatial thresholds across subjects, we used a directional

Wilcoxon sign-rank test, a non-parametric test of signifi-

cance, for these within-subject differences. In the Fast group

(Experiment 1, top panel of Fig. 2) and the Reverberant

group (Experiment 2, bottom panel of Fig. 2), the differences

in spatial threshold relative to independent compression

were significant for both linked compression (p< 0.005 for

both groups) and linear compression (p< 0.01 for Fast,

p< 0.05 for Reverberant). The Intermediate and Anechoic

groups tested in Experiment 2 showed the same trends, but

the differences in spatial threshold for linear processing and

linked compression relative to independent compression

were not statistically significant (p > 0.05 for all compari-

sons). As mentioned above, smaller differences in these two

groups may have resulted from ceiling effects, making it dif-

ficult to detect a significant effect of compression. We there-

fore performed a post hoc analysis, pooling together the

Intermediate and Anechoic groups to increase sample size.

This post hoc test supports the notion that independent com-

pression caused a real, albeit small, decrease in performance

(p< 0.05 for both linear processing and linked compression).

For the Slow group of Experiment 1, there was not even a

trend for the spatial threshold to be larger in the independent

compression condition compared to the linear or linked con-

ditions, suggesting that slower compression speeds may alle-

viate the detrimental effect of fast compression on selective

attention performance.

We also analyzed whether spatial threshold changed over

the time course of the experiment. For each condition, we

computed the difference in spatial threshold averaged over the

first two runs and over the final two runs. We found no differ-

ences between results in the first and final pairs of runs for

any individual group or compression condition; we also found

no differences when pooling across groups, compression con-

ditions, or both groups and compression conditions (Wilcoxon

sign-rank test, p> 0.05 for all comparisons). These results

suggest that performance was stable over the course of our

experiment. We therefore combined all four runs of any given

condition to compute mean spatial threshold.

B. Fixed-azimuth performance

While the focus of our data collection was to estimate

spatial thresholds, our methods also allowed us to perform

post hoc analysis on subjects’ performance for digits with

masker azimuths fixed at 15� and 90�. Performance for

fixed digits was computed (in RAU) separately for digits

that occurred in the middle of the four-digit target sequence

and digits that occurred at the end of the sequence. No con-

sistent within-subject differences were found in perform-

ance between middle and end digits (t test; p> 0.05). All

remaining analyses were therefore performed by combining

results for the fixed-azimuth digits regardless of where in

the sequence they occurred. The exact number of trials

included in this computation for a given condition varied

due to the adaptive procedure employed; across all condi-

tions and groups, individual subjects completed between 78

and 130 trials for any given compression condition, with a

majority of subjects performing between 90 and 110 trials

per condition.

Figure 3 plots the RAU scores for fixed-azimuth

maskers. The dashed line shows the threshold performance

level estimated by the adaptive procedure (corresponding to

67% correct in Experiment 1 and 50% correct in Experiment

2). Averaged across groups, performance was 17.2 6 4.2

RAU better for 90� maskers than for 15� maskers (mean

6 standard deviation; however, in some groups a few sub-

jects were excluded from all analyses based on poor per-

formance for 90� maskers). Note that for all subject groups

in both experiments, except the Reverberant group, RAU

scores tended to be above this dashed line, even for 15�

maskers; therefore, spatial threshold estimates made by fit-

ting these data would tend to produce values less than 15�.
Spatial thresholds estimated by the adaptive procedure, on

the other hand, often fell near or above 15�, indicating that

these two methods produce slightly different estimates of

performance. This difference is not surprising with near-

ceiling performance, as the adaptively varied azimuth was

bounded by ceiling (0�), producing a biased estimate of spa-

tial thresholds. Yet, even despite this bias, which should

limit observable differences in the spatial thresholds across

FIG. 2. Within-subject differences of spatial thresholds for linear (plusses)

and linked compression (filled circles), both relative to independent com-

pression. Symbols mark the medians of each data set, boxes indicate the

inter-quartile range, and whiskers indicate the full range of results. Negative

values indicate smaller thresholds (better performance) compared to inde-

pendent compression. Statistical significance is assessed by a directional

Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and indicated by a * for p< 0.05, ** for

p< 0.01, and *** for p< 0.005.
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conditions, both spatial thresholds and fixed-azimuth per-

formance measures produce similar effects.

Figure 4 plots within-subject differences in RAU scores

for independent compression relative to linear and linked

compression for the 15� separation (90� results are not plot-

ted for visual clarity since none of these differences were

significant). The effect of compression was assessed sepa-

rately for 15� and 90� maskers using one-sided t-tests on the

differences between linear and linked compression relative

to independent compression, all in a within-subject design.

These differences revealed a distinctive pattern. There were

no significant differences between compression conditions

for 90� maskers for any group in either Experiment 1 or

Experiment 2. However, for 15� maskers, all groups in

Experiment 2 had better performance for linear processing

than for independent compression (directional t-test:

p< 0.05 for Reverberant, p< 0.01 for Intermediate and

Anechoic). Moreover, all groups in both Experiment 1 and

Experiment 2 had better performance for linked compression

than for independent compression (directional t-test:

p< 0.05 for Fast group in Experiment 1, p< 0.01 for all

other groups). The size of this effect varied across subjects,

with a mean effect size across all groups of 4.0 and 4.7 RAU

for linear processing and linked compression, respectively,

vs independent compression. In Experiment 2, the mean dif-

ference was larger for the Intermediate condition than for the

other two conditions. While our experiment design does not

support direct across-group comparisons, the tendency for

the Intermediate condition to reveal the largest effects of in-

dependent compression may reflect the fact that subjects’

spatial thresholds were more consistently close to 15� in this

condition (see Fig. 1), resulting in relatively more sensitive

measures of performance compared to conditions where sub-

jects had thresholds greater than 15� (e.g., Reverberant) or

smaller than 15� (e.g., Anechoic).

The timing of target and masker digits within each of

the four temporal positions of the digit sequences was ran-

domly staggered by 0, 150, or 300 ms. While this was not

the focus of our study, post hoc analysis revealed an effect

of this temporal staggering on performance, with target iden-

tification tending to be better when the target was given a

150 or 300 ms delay compared to when it was given no

delay. However, this effect did not interact with any of the

effects of compression, which was the focus of our study.

We are currently investigating this effect further.

C. Error type analysis

We analyzed the types of errors made by subjects on

each individual digit when maskers were fixed at 15�.
Specifically, we categorized errors into “switch” errors, in

which the reported digit was present in the reported temporal

position, but came from one of the two masker sequences,

and “drop” errors, in which the reported digit was not pres-

ent in the reported temporal position in any of the three

sequences. For this analysis, we included all tested subjects

regardless of their average performance for 90� maskers.

Due to the random temporal staggering we imposed on the

digits, it is possible that subjects may have mistaken masker

digits for target digits not in exactly the same temporal posi-

tion (for example, the third target digit might be separated

by 6300 ms both from the third digit in a masker sequence

and also the second digit in a masker sequence). Therefore,

some small percentage of errors that truly result from

improper selection across temporal positions within a digit

sequence may be incorrectly counted as drop errors in this

analysis. Nevertheless, if errors resulted entirely from ran-

dom guessing, then switch errors should make up roughly

22% of all errors (2 masker digits out of 9 possible non-

target digits). However, even with the potential for under-

counting switch errors, they made up 79% 6 11% of all

errors (mean 6 standard deviation across all subjects).

FIG. 3. RAU scores for fixed-azimuth digits with maskers at 15� (white

boxes) and 90� (gray boxes) for linear, independent compression, and linked

compression (plusses, open circles, and filled circles, respectively). Symbols

mark the medians of each data set, boxes indicate the inter-quartile range,

and whiskers indicate the full range of results. Gray-dashed lines represent

the spatial threshold performance point estimated by the adaptive procedure

for the corresponding groups (�65.5 and 50 RAU for the TIME groups and

the REVERB groups, respectively).

FIG. 4. Within-subject differences of RAU scores for linear (plusses) and

linked compression (filled circles) relative to independent compression for

15� maskers. Symbols mark the medians of each data set, boxes indicate the

inter-quartile range, and whiskers indicate the full range of results. Positive

values indicate better performance compared to independent compression.

Statistical significance was assessed by pairwise t-tests, and is marked with

a * for p< 0.05 and ** for p< 0.01. Differences for 90� maskers were not

significant for any group and are omitted for visual clarity.
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Moreover, each individual subject made significantly more

switch errors than would be expected by chance (binomial

test, p � 0.0001). This result indicates that most errors were

made not due to lack of intelligibility of the digits, but instead

due to a failure to select the correct digit among the three digit

sequences (see also Kidd et al., 2005a; Ihlefeld and Shinn-

Cunningham, 2008; Ruggles and Shinn-Cunningham, 2011).

In all groups, the overall error rate for 15� maskers with

independent compression was greater than for either linear

processing or linked compression by an average of 3.2% and

4.7% of trials, respectively (mean error rates were 42.1%,

38.9%, and 37.3% of trials for the three conditions, respec-

tively). Even though most errors were switch errors, these

differences between conditions might depend on the pattern

of drop errors, rather than switch errors. To explore this, we

compared the percentage of switch and drop errors for linear

and linked compression to the percentage for independent

compression on an individual subject basis. Figure 5 plots

both the overall error rates for switch and drop errors

(left panel), and within-subject differences in the switch and

drop error rates for linear processing or linked compression

compared to independent compression (right panel). Drop

errors constituted less than 10% of the responses in all condi-

tions, while switch errors occurred on almost 1/3 of all

responses (see left panel of Fig. 5). On an individual subject

basis, drop errors rates were statistically the same when

comparing independent compression to linear and to linked

compression (average differences of 0.6% and �0.2%,

respectively, p > 0.05 for both using a one-tailed t-test on

RAU-transformed values; shaded boxes in the right panel of

Fig. 5). Switch error rates, however, were significantly

higher for independent compression than for either linear

processing or linked compression (an average increase of

2.5% and 5.0% of trials; one-tailed t-test on RAU trans-

formed values, p< 0.001 and p << 0.0001, respectively;

white boxes in the right panel of Fig. 5). These results sug-

gest that independent compression in our experiment

impaired performance by interfering with selection of the

proper source, not by degrading overall signal intelligibility.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Fast, independent compression elevates spatial
thresholds in normal-hearing listeners

In all groups using fast compression, average spatial

thresholds were larger (a greater spatial separation was needed

for listeners to perform at threshold) for independent compres-

sion compared to linear or linked compression (Fig. 2).

Differences were modest on average (around 5�), with large

inter-subject differences. It is yet unclear what practical effect

on communication and listening effort such differences may

imply for real-world settings, particularly using more realistic

and complex hearing aid compression schemes; nevertheless,

these results support the idea that independent compression

interferes with spatial selective auditory attention and increases

the difficulty of attending to a target sound source among com-

peting sources. Such listening situations are considerably more

effortful for hearing-impaired than for normal-hearing listeners

(Gatehouse and Noble, 2004; Edwards, 2007). If effects like

those demonstrated here are also seen in hearing-impaired lis-

teners (see Sec. IV C), they could have an important impact on

the ability of hearing-aid users to communicate in everyday

settings.

Effects of slow compression in our data are less clear

than those for fast compression. Some previous studies sup-

port the idea that slow compression has a smaller effect on

spatial perception than faster compression. For instance, ILD

sensitivity in quiet is more adversely affected by compres-

sion using faster time constants compared to slower time

constants (Musa-Shufani and Walger, 2006). Slow compres-

sion also yields better performance than fast compression in

hearing-impaired individuals asked to report target sentences

presented with spatially separated speech maskers (Moore

et al., 2010). Slower compression will generally result in

smaller ILD fluctuations, as the gain changes in either ear

are relatively less affected by instantaneous fluctuations in

signal power and relatively more by longer-term average

power at the two ears. Slower fluctuations in ILD can also be

more easily tracked by the binaural system compared to fast

fluctuations, which increase image diffuseness (Grantham

and Wightman, 1978; Culling and Colburn, 2000). Slow

compression may also provide longer clean ILDs at stimulus

onsets that dominate spatial perception (Freyman et al.,
1997; Stecker and Hafter, 2002); these onsets are also further

enhanced by dynamic range compression (Verschuure et al.,
1996), which may increase onset dominance.

B. Spatial and non-spatial factors can contribute to
effects

In addition to the elevation of spatial thresholds, our

results support the idea that spatial attention plays a role in

our paradigm: we found that performance was significantly

worse with fast, independent compression than with linear

FIG. 5. Left: Error rates for switch errors, in which subjects reported a

masker digit, and drop errors, in which subjects reported a digit not in either

target or masker sequences. Bars indicate median error rate across all sub-

jects (N¼ 63) in both experiments; error bars represent inter-quartile range.

Right: Within-subject differences in error rates for switch and drop errors

for linear and linked compression relative to independent compression.

Negative values indicate lower drop or switch errors relative to independent

compression. Symbols indicate the median across all subjects, boxes show

the interquartile range, and whiskers show the full range. Statistical signifi-

cance is assessed by Wilcoxon sign-rank tests, and is marked by *** for

p< 0.001 and **** for p< 0.0001.
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processing or linked compression only when target and

maskers were separated by a small angular separation (15�).
Independent compression did not affect performance for

large azimuthal separations (90�). We suggest that increased

image width and diffuseness caused by independent com-

pression (Wiggins and Seeber, 2012) only affect spatial

selective attention if competing sources are sufficiently close

to each other in azimuth such that these effects cause confu-

sion about whether a particular sound is from the target or a

masker. A more thorough analysis of the acoustic effects of

compression on the spatial cues available to normal-hearing

and hearing-impaired listeners can lend further insight into

this idea, and is one focus of our future research.

Differences across the compression conditions were

driven by switch errors, in which subjects selected one of the

masker digits, further supporting the idea that compression

interfered primarily with source selection rather than with

speech intelligibility. Similar results can occur even in diotic

mixtures (increased “reversals”; Stone et al., 2009), indicat-

ing that overall cognitive load, and not necessarily spatial

factors, may also contribute to our results. In considering

this possibility, it is important to note that the previous study

that found increased reversals for diotic mixtures used a cog-

nitively demanding task in which subjects divided attention

between two simultaneous streams (see also Gallun et al.,
2007; Best et al., 2010) and responded only after performing

an unrelated, visual distractor task (further increasing cogni-

tive load). In addition, in that study listeners could report the

content of the two streams in any order for them to be

counted as correct. It is plausible then that the reversals

reported in this earlier diotic study might not reflect a failure

of incorrect selection, but instead may represent a memory

failure in which, for example, listeners could recall the

words spoken but were unable to accurately bind the identi-

fied speech tokens to the correct talker identity (see also

Treisman and Gelade, 1980; Woods et al., 1998). In contrast,

our results show a clearer failure of selection using a task

that requires subjects to attend to only a single source (com-

prised of only four digits, which should not stress working

memory) and without any secondary task. As correct selec-

tion could only be done in our task using spatial cues, and as

switch errors were reduced when compressors were linked

across the two ears, our data are consistent with the main

effect of independent compression in the current study com-

ing about from failures of spatial selection, rather than due

to non-spatial effects.

Nevertheless, non-spatial factors, including reduced

spectral and temporal modulation and across-signal modula-

tion correlation (Stone and Moore, 2003, 2007; Stone et al.,
2009), may have also played a role in our results. For exam-

ple, it may be that only when maskers were located at 15�,
but not at 90�, was our task sufficiently challenging to show

effects on performance due to fast, independent compres-

sion. In addition, we linked the left and right compressors to

preserve ILDs; however, improved performance in this con-

dition relative to independent compression may also be due

to a lower “effective compression ratio” (Stone and Moore,

1992) rather than due to preservation of ILDs. Future work

could be done to clarify this difference by using a higher

target compression ratio in the linked compression condition

so that the effective compression ratios are equal.

C. Compression may affect ILD utility differently
in hearing-impaired listeners

Our results demonstrate that fast independent compres-

sion with a high compression ratio can elevate spatial thresh-

olds in normal-hearing listeners. However, the same

manipulations may influence hearing-impaired listeners dif-

ferently. The acoustic features that allow normal-hearing lis-

teners to segregate the target from the maskers and selectively

listen to the target may not be fully available to hearing-

impaired listeners (e.g., see discussion in Shinn-Cunningham

and Best, 2008). Hearing-impaired listeners may have reduced

sensitivity to binaural cues or use different listening strategies,

so that the practical consequences of compression on the influ-

ence of spatial perception are limited. For example, if binaural

processing is compromised, further corruption of ILDs by

compression may have no noticeable effect on selective audi-

tory attention.

Another issue is that healthy ears naturally compress

acoustic inputs through the nonlinear amplification of the

cochlea. In contrast, hearing impairment is often accompa-

nied by a loss of compressive cochlear amplification

(Moore, 2007). Hearing-aid compression may approximately

restore the kind of compressive amplification that occurs nat-

urally in a healthy ear. Given this, the reduction of ILDs

caused by compression may in fact restore “normal” neural

representations of ILDs in many individuals with hearing

loss, leading us to overestimate the effects of compression

by testing normal-hearing listeners. However, even if the

restoration of normal ILDs improved sound localization ac-

curacy, it would not necessarily improve the ability to use

spatial cues to direct attention (Noble et al., 1997; Gallun

et al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2012). We argue that in order to

correctly select a target talker using spatial cues (or any

other cues), listeners only need to be able to distinguish the

target from the maskers using one or more perceptual fea-

tures, such as location. Even if hearing-aid compression

approximately restores the neural representation to ILDs to

be more like that experienced by normal-hearing listeners, it

may still impair spatial selective attention. Specifically, the

compression will reduce ILDs. Imagine competing sources,

one from just left of center and one just right of center. If the

ILDs are just barely resolvable without compression, they

are likely to be unresolvable with compression. More gener-

ally, compression is likely to make it more difficult to use

ILDs to distinguish the target from the maskers in any acous-

tic mixture where competing sources are close together in

space.

Additionally, ILD fluctuations, especially those imposed

on an attended source by other, unattended sources, may

also affect spatial selective auditory attention in hearing-

impaired listeners, even if the compression restores neural

ILDs to something more like normal. Previous data suggest

that ILD fluctuations due to the dynamic nature of compres-

sion, more than the overall ILD reduction, are primarily re-

sponsible for perceptually relevant effects in normal-hearing
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listeners (Wiggins and Seeber, 2011, 2012). It is reasonable

to suspect then that the dynamics of hearing aid compression

may have deleterious effects on the ability of hearing aid

wearers to use spatial cues to attend to a desired sound

source. Further research with hearing-impaired listeners,

using a more representative range of compression settings,

can help clarify the practical consequences of the effects

being explored here.

D. Symmetric spatial configuration may have reduced
observed differences

In our experiment, we chose to place maskers symmetri-

cally about midline. In retrospect, this choice may have led us

to underestimate the possible size of effects. We found that per-

formance was impaired when the maskers were close (15�) to

the target, but not when they were far (90�). For close maskers,

the magnitude of ILDs in the acoustic mixture is small relative

to those present when maskers are far; consequently, the effect

of the maskers on the target ILDs is relatively small. If per-

formance is impaired due to ILD fluctuations imposed on the

target by distracting sources, then we would expect to see a rel-

atively larger effect by, for example, placing one masker close

to the target and the other masker at a more lateral location.

Such an experiment would also help clarify the contributions of

spatial and non-spatial effects of compression.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Fast, independent binaural compression impairs the abil-

ity of normal-hearing listeners to select a desired target from a

mixture containing spatially separated maskers. Linking left-

and right-ear compressors so that the gain applied to the two

ears is the same at each time instant preserves normally occur-

ring spatial cues, and restores the ability of normal-hearing

listeners to successfully hear out a target stream based on its

location. For large spatial separations, performance is rela-

tively good, and not affected by any of the compression

schemes tested, consistent with the idea that even when spatial

images are made more diffuse, sufficient spatial separation

allows for the successful selection of the target. These results

highlight the importance of considering a variety of spatial

configurations when assessing binaural listening performance

rather than using only a single, relatively large separation.

Effects of slower compression on performance are less clear.

Further investigation should be conducted to reveal if similar

detrimental effects on spatial selective attention occur in

hearing-impaired listeners, and, if so, whether such effects

may exacerbate the problem of increased listening effort in

noisy situations experienced by many such listeners.
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